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    HydraCoach Water Bottle    2011.118 

Interactive water bottle. It calculates your personal hydration 

needs, tracks your real-time fluid consumption, paces you 

throughout the day, and motivates you to achieve and maintain 

optimal hydration.  (Image to left)  

 

    Dysphasia Cup     2011.232 

Cup has weighted base, wide handle, and oval shape to promote 

independence while drinking without tilting head. (Image to left)  

 

 

Hand-in Mug      2011.117 

Blue mug with handle for easy gripping. (Image to left)  

 

 

Independence Mug     2011.119 

Red sippy cup with handles, 2 different lids. (Image to left)  

 

 

No spill Cup      2011.125 

Red and blue sippy cup with handles on sides. (Image to left)  
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EZ  Fill       2011.206 

The EZ Fill liquid pouring aid is for people who are visually 

impaired.  A gentle buzzer alerts the user that a liquid being 

poured is close to the top of a cup, glass, or other container. 

(Image to left)  

 

 

Basting Spoon     2011.005 

Has a wide handle for easier grip and deeper spoon for less spill 

when serving and cooking. Approximately 45◦ handle.  (Image to 

left)  

 

Coated Tongs      2011.112 

     Scissors style tongs are easy to hold on to with non-slip coating. 

 

 

    Metal Tongs      2011.039 

Metal tongs can be used to toss, turn, and manipulate food while 

cooking. Latex Free. 

  

 

    Mincing Rocking Knife    2011.040 

Lightweight rocker knife. Plastic handle and stainless steel blade. 

Dishwasher safe. 6" X 4 1/2" Latex Free. (Image to left)  
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    Rocking Table Knife     2011.177 

Stainless steel rocking table knife. (Image to left)  

 

 Rocker Meat Knife     2011.137 

Rocker knife with wooden handle. (Image to left)  

 

 

 

Carving fork, 90 degree handle   2011.047 

Carving fork with black rubber handle set at a 90 degree angle. 

(Image to left)  

 

 

90 Degree Bread Knife    2011.108 

Works with ergonomic slicing guide. (Image to left)  

 

  

 

    Kapoosh      2011.121 

    Knife and utensil block without slits. (Image to left)  
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Rocking Table Knife     2011.043 

Wooden handled rocker knife with fork shaped end allows for 

stay put cutting and support. (Image to left)  

 

Slicing Guide      2011.052 

Slicing guide adjusts to 6 levels of thickness from 1/16"-1". 

Dishwasher safe. Latex Free. (Image to left)  

 

 

 

Combination Cutting Board   2011.016 

A removable chef knife is attached so that it can be used in a 

chopping motion. Board is mounted on 4 suction cup feet. Stainless 

steel spikes for securing foods are located on the board. Includes 

food guard. 16"X12". (Image to left)  

  

Bright Handled Measuring Spoons   2011.099 

1 Tablespoon, 1 teaspoon, 1/2 teaspoon, and 1/4 teaspoon. Each 

spoon has a different color handle so it's easy to distinguish one 

from another. Stainless steel for solid quality. Handles measure 5" 

in length. (Image to left)  

 

Bright Handled Measuring Cups   2011.098 

1 Cup, 1/2 cup, 1/3 cup, 1/4 cup. Each cup has a different color 

handle so it's easy to distinguish one from another. Stainless steel 

for solid quality. (Image to left)  
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Angle View Measuring Cup    2011.004 

Liquid measurement can be read from a side or top view. Soft, 

nonslip handle. 2 cup measurement. (Image to left)  

  

 

Extension Teaspoon     2011.025 

Long handled spoon has elbow in middle to adjust angle and 

handedness. Extension position of handle is 10" long. Overall 

length is 15". Dishwasher safe. Latex Free. (Image to left)  

 

Swivel Spork     2011.060 

Plastic 4" handle spork has a swivel feature to keep food on the 

utensil when turned at any angle. (Image to left)  

Build up Handle Utensils    2011.010 

Soft, contoured foam handle is 1 ¼ inches in diameter. Stainless 

steel utensil can be removed from foam handle for easy cleaning. 

Latex Free. (Image to left)  

  

    “Sure Grip” Textured Silverware   2011.107 

1 1/4" wide built up, oval plastic handle has ribbed, texture. 4" 

long rubber handle. Dishwasher safe. (Image to left)  

 

 

Left-handed Built up 45 Degree Angle Fork 2011.122 

White handled 45 degree' textured grip with rings that are 

adjustable on handle. Right-handed available also. (Image to left)   
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Right-handed,     2011.136 Rubber 

Grip 90 Degree Silverware 

Black, rubber grip. 90 degree angle spoon.  (Image to left)  

  

 

Adjustable-angle Youth Spoon   2011.002 

Large handle plastic spoon has strap that helps to prevent 

individual from dropping. Spoon angle is adjustable. Right handed. 

(Image to left)  

 

Vertical Handle Fork    2011.204 

The wide handle wraps around the hand and is perpendicular to 

the fork allowing for a better grip for someone with limited hand 

mobility. (Image to left)  

 

Utensil Holder     2011.203 

The utensil fits into a white sleeve that is attached to a Velcro 

holder that wraps around the hand and can be adjusted for 

comfort and better control over the utensil. (Image to left)  

  

Less Mess Toddler Spoon    2011.034 

Slots in the spoon eating surface; has holes that food "clings" to. 

Handle has texture and is contoured. Dishwasher safe. Latex Free. 

Yellow and purple. (Image to left)  
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Color Changing Spoon    2011.113 

Set of 2 spoons, change color with heat. (Image to left)  

  

 

 

    Duo-Spoon      2011.020 

Two sided spoon has bumps on one side and ridges on the other. 

Provides additional oral sensory input when eating. Flexible and 

soft. Latex Free. (Image to left)  

 

 

 

 

Textured Spoon: Small    2011.141 

Textured bottom of spoon provides increased oral-sensory 

stimulation to the tongue during feeding. Extended handle and 

shallow bowl. Latex Free. (Image to left)  

  

  

     Weighted Coated Tablespoon    2011.192 

Weighted large gripped handle with coated spoon end.                       

(Image to left)  
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    Adjustable Weight Silverware   2011.003 

1 1/4" wide built up, oval plastic handle has ribbed- texture. 4" 

long rubber handle. Dishwasher safe. (Image to left)  

  

 

     Weighted Fork     2011.181 

Stainless steel with decorative insert. Weighted fork handle to 

assist and provide support to the hand. (Image to left)  

  

    Weighted Soup Spoon    2011.071 

Coated teaspoon has 1" diameter plastic handle and provides 8 oz 

of weight. Dishwasher safe. Latex Free. (Image to left)  

 

 

     Invisible Food Guard    2011.191 

Sturdy high-temperature plastic ring is formed to snap onto plate. 

1¼" high, crystal clear plastic is easy to keep clean. Dishwasher 

safe to 125°F. (Image to left)  

 

Plate Guard      2011.043 

1 1/4" high plate guard attaches to dinner plates 9”-11" in 

diameter using 3 hooks. Slightly curved to aid scooping. 

Dishwasher safe. Latex Free. (Image to left)  
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    Egg Holder      2011.173 

Silicone egg holder for boiling eggs. This way it's safe to put the 

eggs in the pot and easy to take them out of the water.                      

(Image to left)  

 

Bottle Handle      2011.110 

Blue handle designed for 2 liter bottles. (Image to left)  

 

Redware Dinner Set     2011.201 

The visual contrast provided by this dinnerware set allows a 

person to see the difference between food and utensils, which is 

often a problem in people with Alzheimer’s.  (Image to left)  

 

     Raised Mixing Bowl with Handle   2011.132 

Raises a mixing bowl for added help when cooking. (Image to left)  

 

 

Folding Pan Holder     2011.114 

Keeps the pan from turning when cooking on stove. One leg folds 

in for easy storage in the kitchen drawer. (Image to left)  

 

Oven Rack Guard     2011.094 

DuPont Nomex® fabric snaps on to front of a standard oven rack 

to prevent burns. Guard is washable and safe up to 500ºF. Set of 

two. (Image to left)  
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Push/Pull Helper     2011.131 

Helps push in the metal rack of an oven or pull out the metal rack 

when hot. (Image to left)  

  

 

 

Oven Mitts      2011.097 

If you use oven mitts that cover most of your arms, you run less 

risk of burning yourself in the kitchen. Give them a try! 15" long. 

(Image to left)  

 

 

Silicone Grippers     2011.138 

Set of 2 oven grippers, heat resistant to 500 F. (Image to left)  

  

 

Apple Timer      2011.198 

Red apple 60 minute timer. Twist to set minute countdown. 

(Image to left)  
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Kitchen Timer     2011.096 

Measures 3" diameter x 3/4" deep. 3/4" LCD visual display. 

Instantly recalls last setting. Free standing hook for hanging or 

attach with magnet. (Image to left)  

  

 

One Handed Can Opener    2011.127 

Platform to raise can to opener to reduce stress from holding can. 

Easy turn crank to reduce strain on wrists. (Image to left)  

 

 

 

Easy Opener      2011.023 

Opens bottle caps, pull tabs and box tops. (Image to left)  

 

 

Good Grips Jar Opener    2011.029 

Wide, non-slip handle. Opens lids up to 4" in diameter. 8 1/2" 

long. Dishwasher safe. Latex Free. (Image to left)  

 

 

Universal Jar Opener    2011.067 

Opens any size jar or screw-on container. As small as a nail polish 

bottle up to a 4" top. 9" length. Latex Free. (Image to left)  
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Automatic Jar Opener    2011.207 

White, touch free can opener that is battery operated.  Press the white 

buttons on both sides after placing it on a can.  Opens the can from the 

side so there are no sharp edges. (Image to left)  

 

 

Mountable Vegetable Peeler   2011.124 

Vegetable peeler with ability to be wall or surface mounted. 

(Image to left)  

 

 

Swivel Peeler      2011.140 

Sharp, stainless steel blade cuts through the toughest skin of fruits 

and vegetables. OXO GOOD GRIP brand has comfortable and 

cushioned handle. (Image to left)  

  

HAPIfork      2011.260 

This fork syncs with your computer either wirelessly or USB. The 

 program contains a coaching resource, web and mobile 

 assistance, meal tracking, and a vibration alert to assist in 

 fostering better eating habits. (Image to left)  
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